1011 Torrential Rain – 3rd Intelligence Judgement
Conference and 4th Work Report of Central
Emergency Operations Center
I. Time: October 15, 2017 at 09:00
II. Place: Central Emergency Operations Center (CEOC)
III. Chairman: Director, Shen Jong-Chin
Recorded By: Chen Bin-Shun
IV: Reported Matters: omitted
V: Directions from the Director:

1. In regards to all the items and work report resolution
items when the Premier oversaw yesterday, all functional
teams shall do their duties to handle them and take the
initiative to provide the latest rescue progress and
response action of the government to the media and offer
the necessary description and explanation at any time in
order for the people to realize government’s effort for
disaster response.
2. Due to continuous rainfall for many days, many sites with
roads interrupted, the transportation engineering team
shall supervise to urgently repair the roads and finish the
repair as scheduled. Considering that tomorrow is the
office day, please take advantage of the multiple
transmission channel to publish the instant traffic
information to the public and well prepare the distribution
project in advance. In addition, please clarify the
information about the recovery situation of the Provincial
Highway No. 7 to the media.
3. In regards to the disaster of mudslide, such as Chihpen
Resort, the Council of Agriculture assisted to build stone
gate at the hotel in 2014. After investigation, muds and
rocks were piled behind the stone gate. So, The team of
agriculture, forestry, fishing and animal husbandry shall
continue giving necessary assistance to complete the
recovery after disaster as soon as possible.
4. At present, there are still some places with cumulative

water not retreated yet in Hualien County and Taitung
County. Please the team of water and electricity lifeline
shall continue grasping the cumulative water retreated
situation from the local governments and assist the local
governments to retreat the water promptly.
VI. Adjourned

